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Abstract—Conventional persistent key-value stores widely
adopt LSM-Tree to manage data across memory and disk.
However, expensive write ahead logging, inefficient cross-media
indexing and write amplification are three limitations faced by
LSM-Tree based key-value store. Thanks to the development
of non-volatile memory (NVM), persistent key-value stores can
exploit NVM-based persistent memory (PM) to directly persist
data avoiding costly logging. With this design choice, we propose
LightKV a cross media key-value store with persistent memory.
To support efficient cross-media indexing, we design a global
index Radix-Hash Tree (RH-Tree) consisting of the upper-layer
radix tree and hash table based leaf nodes. We explore the
specific features of real PM product to balance the persistency
and performance of RH-Tree. Meanwhile, replying on the range
partition of RH-Tree, LightKV organizes key-value pairs with the
same key prefix into SSTables within the same partition. LightKV
then conducts partition-based data compaction with carefully-
controlled compacted data volumes. By doing so, LightKV greatly
reduces write amplification. We evaluate LightKV against state-
of-the-art PM-based key-value stores NoveLSM and SLM-DB as
well as LevelDB and RocksDB. The experiment results show
that LightKV reduces write amplification by up to 8.1x and
improves read performance by up to 9.2x. Due to the reduced
write amplification, LightKV also reduces read tail latency by
up to 18.8x under read-write mixed workload.

Index Terms—key-value store, persistent memory, tail latency,
log-structured merge tree

I. INTRODUCTION

Persistent key-value (KV) stores have become an important
part of storage infrastructure in data centers. They are widely
used in various web services such as search engines [8],
[24], social networking [14], e-commerce platform [11], and
more. Moreover, some file systems [21], [35] and relational
databases [12] use KV stores as either metadata store or
storage engine. KV stores usually serve data with small
granularity, such as from tens or hundreds of bytes to a few
kilo bytes. Thus, KV stores are latency-critical applications.
Nowadays, tail latencies, such as 99th and 99.9th percentile
latencies, are especially important to guarantee quality of
services [11], [37].

Log-Structured Merge Tree (LSM-Tree) [32] is a funda-
mental component for existing persistent KV stores, such
as BigTable [8], LevelDB [17], RocksDB [14] and Cassan-
dra [25]. LSM-Tree maintains an in-memory write buffer
(namely MemTable in LevelDB and RocksDB) to receive
incoming writes. Any insert/update/delete operation is written
into this buffer in an append-only way without in-place updat-
ing. When the write buffer is full, LSM-Tree flushes KV pairs

in the buffer into underlying disks in a batch to achieve high
write performance. However, LSM-Tree requires to conduct
data compaction to reclaim KV pairs.

LSM-Tree based KV stores face challenges when providing
low tail latency. We observe that the 99th and 99.9th percentile
read latencies reach up to 13x and 28x compared to average
read latency for LevelDB under read-write mix workloads. The
tail latency is affected by the inefficient cross-media indexing
and level-based data compaction of existing LSM-Tree based
KV stores. On the one hand, existing KV stores adopt skiplist
and embedded index block to separately index in-memory KV
pairs and on-disk KV pairs. This brings slow data read. For
example, when searching a KV pair, the embedded index block
is first read into memory to locate the target key. Then, the
data block including the target KV pair is read into memory.
On the other hand, data read latency further increases when
conducting level-based data compaction. Currently, LSM-Tree
logically organizes data into multiple levels. The number of
SSTables at an upper level is usually 10X than that at a
lower level [30]. When compacting SSTable(s) from lower
level to upper level, the compaction process usually involves
all SSTables in the upper level. This brings significant write
amplification. The extra data writes in background further
affect the front-end data reads, and results in heavy tailed read
latency.

Recently, SILK [6] is proposed to adopt an I/O scheduler
to carefully conduct resource allocation and preemption-based
scheduling between client and internal operations (flushing and
data compaction). In such doing, SILK can prevent latency
spikes. Thanks to the development of byte-addressable and fast
non-volatile memories (NVMs), such as PCM [39], ReRAM
[5], and 3D XPoint [1], persistent memory (PM) is proposed
by placing NVM in memory bus to serve persistent data
directly. Thus, in this paper, we explore the tail latency issue
from an different perspective by revisiting data index and data
organization and meanwhile exploiting PM.

A few recent works propose to adopt PM to optimize LSM-
Tree. For example, both NoveLSM [23] and SLM-DB [22]
build persistent MemTable based on PM to reduce the costs
of write ahead log and (de-)serialization of KV pairs. Similar
to previous works [13], [22], [23], we adopt PM in KV stores
to serve as persistent write buffer, which can avoid write log
overhead and reduce write latency in critical paths. Moreover,
we take the following two insights for building persistent KV
stores. First, a global index structure is required to efficiently



locate cross-media data. By building an efficient global index
that both manages KV pairs in PM and SSD at the same time,
we can effectively reduce read amplification, thereby reducing
device IO, improving read performance, and reducing tail read
latency.

Secondly, one can reduce tail latency by carefully organiz-
ing KV items and controlling the key ranges involved in a
data compaction. For example, assuming the key size is 1
byte and there exist three SSTables with key ranges of (a,
g), (h, n), and (o, q) separately. Note that, since SSTable
is sorted, the key range of an SSTable is represented by its
starting key and ending key within a parentheses. In case of
compacting an SSTable having the key range of (c, p) with
these three SSTables, all the three SSTables need to be read
and compacted. Their valid KV pairs are then re-written to
disks again, which results in write amplification. If one can
control the key range of an SSTable, the number of SSTables
required by a data compaction can be reduced. For example,
we partition the key range of (a, q) into three partitions that
are (a, g), (h, n), and (o, q) respectively. One decides the
belonging partition of a KV pair according to its key. KV
pairs belonging to the same partition are first buffered together
and then written into SSTables. Thus, the key range of a
compacting SSTable only overlaps with the SSTables within
the same partition. When conducting compaction, one can
compact SSTables belonging to the same partition. This greatly
reduces the number of SSTables involved in the compaction.

In this paper, we first propose Radix Hash Tree (RH-Tree),
an index consisting of the upper-layer Radix tree and hash
table based leaf nodes. RH-Tree acts as the global index to
locate data across persistent memory and disk. Compared to
separate cross-media indexes, the global RH-Tree allows to
quickly locate KV pairs either in PM or disk. Moreover, the
upper-layer radix tree stores keys according to their prefixes.
Each branch of the upper-layer Radix tree clusters KV pairs
with the same key prefix into a partition. As a result, the KV
pairs indexed by a leaf node belong to the same partiton.
The leaf node exploits the fast accessing of hash table to
support efficient single-point operations. We then propose
partition-based data compaction for reclaiming invalidate KV
pairs on underlying disks. We conduct compaction in a per-
partition way. This allows us to carefully control the number
of SSTables involved in compaction and thus reduce write
amplification.

We finally build LightKV, a cross media KV store adopt-
ing RH-Tree to index cross-media data and partition-based
compaction to reduce tail latency. We conduct extensive ex-
periments to evaluate LightKV against state-of-the-art KV
stores NoveLSM and SLM-DB as well as the widely used
LevelDB and RocksDB. The experiment results show that
LigthKV outperforms these KV stores by 33.0x and 9.2x
for random writes and random reads separately. Moreover,
LightKV reduces write amplification by up to 8.1x and reduce
read tail latency by up to 18.8x.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose Radix Hash Tree (RH-Tree), a cross-media
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Fig. 1: LevelDB architecture, (1) Writing Ahead Log; (2)
Inserting key-value pair into MemTable; (3) Converting full
MemTable to Immutable; (4) Immutable MemTable is flushed
to disk to become a SSTable file; (5) Compaction between
Leveli to Leveli+1.

index based on DRAM and PM, which can effectively
manage data both in PM and SSD.

• We propose the partition-based compaction, which or-
ganizes KV pairs with the same prefix in one partition
and performs well-controlled compaction to reduce write
amplification.

• We implement LightKV based on RH-Tree and partition-
based compaction. We conduct extensive experiments to
confirm the efficiency of LightKV.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Log-Structured Merge Tree

Log-Structured Merge Tree (LSM-Tree) is the fundamental
organization for persistent KV stores. As for write-intensive
workloads, LSM-Tree merges random write into sequential
write for disk. We use the widely used LevelDB [17] to explain
the architecture of LSM-Tree. Figure 1 shows the architecture
of LevelDB. It maintains a write buffer (MemTable) in DRAM.
The MemTable is indexed using skiplist. To handle a write
request, the KV pair is first written to the log on disk. Then,
it is written to the MemTable. When the MemTable is full, a
new MemTable is created. The full MemTable is modified to
an Immutable MemTable and flushed to disk in the form of
SSTable file by a background thread. The manifest file is used
to record information of the KV store metadata.

The on-disk SSTables are organized into multi-levels. Ex-
cept for Level 0, the key ranges of SSTables within the
same level do not overlap. Unfortunately, the key ranges of
SSTables from different levels may overlap. The maximum
number of SSTable files on each level is fixed. When the
number of SSTables on the low level reaches certain threshold,
the background threads merge the SSTables from leveli to
leveli+1. This process is called compaction. Since LevelDB
uses append write to delete or update KV pairs, compaction
also recycles invalid KV pairs.
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Fig. 2: Read tail latency results and disk read/write
bandwidth in real-time. This figure shows the average, 99th

and 99.9th percentile read latencies and disk read/write rate
for LevelDB in different workloads. We run a read-write mixed
workload of random read and random write during the t1 time
period, and run random read workload during the t2 time
period.

B. Limitations of persistent KV store

Inefficient indexing for cross-media data. Persistent KV
store needs to manage data cross memory and underlying
disk. On one hand, LSM-Tree adopts skiplist to index in-
memory data. On the other hand, LSM-Tree builds manifest
files to record key range of each on-disk SSTable. Each
SSTable contains an index block such that one can apply
binary search to locate keys. For serving single-point query,
LSM-Tree requires at least two disk IOs to fetch index block
and data block separately1.
Heavy tailed read latency under mixed workload. In order
to provide high write throughput, LSM-Tree adopts append
write for both new inserts, updates and deletes. This results in
background garbage collection. LSM-Tree logically organizes
on-disk SSTables into multiple levels. However, LSM-Tree
does not control the key range of an SSTable. If the key
range of a compacting SSTable at the lower level (e.g. level
0) overlaps with all SSTables at the upper level (e.g. level 1),
all SSTables from the upper level are read and re-written for
compaction purpose. Since the number of SSTables at an upper
level (e.g. level 1) is usually 10X than that at a lower level
(e.g. level 0). This results in significant write amplification.
Previous studies show that the write amplification of LSM-
Tree with K levels exceeds 10*K [30].

Since SSD has asymmetric read and write latency, the
critical reads are affected by long writes when serving read-
write mixed workloads. This is exacerbated when background
data compaction is conducted. We conduct experiments to
show the heavy tailed read latency. We first warm up LevelDB

1Note that, manifest files are usually cached in memory.
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with 100 GB data. Then, we run a mixed workload of
randomly reading 50 GB existing data and randomly inserting
another 50 GB data. We measure the average latency as
well as 99th and 99.9th percentile read latencies every 10
seconds. Figure 2 shows the read tail latency results and disk
read/write bandwidth. During t1 time period, when the disk
write bandwidth increases (e.g. LevelDB executes background
compaction), the 99th and 99.9th percentile read latencies
correspondingly increase. The maximum 99th and 99.9th

percentile read latencies can reach 13 and 28 times than
the average read latency. Starting from t2 time period, the
mixed workload finishes, and we run read-only workload.
However, at the beginning of t2 period, the heavy tailed
read latency is still observed as previous compactions do not
end. After the compaction finishes, the read tail latency is
significantly reduced. Thus, the disk write spikes caused by
data compaction is a key factor increasing read tail latency.
Similar to the key range overlapping issue, this also motivates
us to reduce write amplification during data compaction.

C. Non-Volatile Memory

Non-Volatile Memories (NVMs), such as 3D XPoint [1],
Phase Change Memory (PCM) [39], and Resistive Memory
(ReRAM) [5], provide low latency and byte addressable fea-
tures. Especially, NVM can persist data after power off. Thus,
NVM can reside on memory bus to serve as persistent memory
(PM). Recently, a few works adopt PM to reduce the cost of
write ahead log as well as data (de-)serialiation [22], [23].



The first PM product, Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory
(PM), was announced [19] in April 2019. We measure the
performance of Optane DC PM, and observe the following
features: the write latency of Optane DC PM is close to
DRAM, while its read latency is 3 to 4 times that of DRAM.
The write and read bandwidths of Optane DC PM are around
2GB/s and 6.5GB/s, which is about 1/8 and 1/4 that of DRAM
separately. These observed features are similar as reported
in [20], [29]. The specific performance features of Optane
DC PM is different from the previous assumptions about
NVM performance. NVMs were expected to have read latency
similar to DRAM and longer write latency than DRAM. Thus,
this motivates us to explore the usage of PM when using its
persistency for data and index durability and meanwhile taking
its specific latencies into account. For example, when locating
KV pairs stored in PM, the index is desirable to be placed in
DRAM instead of PM itself to achieve fast querying.

III. LIGHTKV DESIGN

A. System overview

In this section, we present the design of LightKV. Figure 3
shows the system architecture of LightKV. It mainly consists
of three parts: a global index Radix Hash Tree (RH-Tree)
indexing cross-media data, NVM-based persistent write buffer
(PWB), and SSD-based main data store.

RH-Tree is a tree-like structure consisting of Radix tree with
hash table based leaf nodes. The PWB consists of multiple
segments, each of which is indexed by a leaf node of RH-Tree.
KV pairs with different prefix paths are written into different
segments in an append-only way. According to PM specific
performance feature, RH-Tree is placed across DRAM and
PM, with parts of leaf nodes placed in PM. When a leaf node
is fulfilled, the KV pairs in its indexing segment are flushed
into SSD in the form of String Sorted Table (SSTable) [17].
After that, a new hash leaf node is generated to hold further
incoming index entries. The hash leaf nodes with the same
prefix paths are linked as a list.

Since KV pairs are written into SSD in an append-only way,
LightKV also conducts compaction to collect invalid KV pairs.
As shown in Figure 3, SSTables are logically organized into
partitions, and KV pairs in the same partition have the same
key prefix. LightKV conducts partition based data compaction,
allowing data volume involved in each round of compaction
to be carefully controlled. In such doing, LightKV greatly
reduces write amplification caused by data compaction.

B. Radix Hash Tree Structure

Radix Hash Tree is the key component of LightKV to index
both data and metadata. In conventional LSM-Tree based KV
stores [14], [17], the MemTable is indexed using skiplist, and
meanwhile the SSTables are indexed using index blocks and
bloom filters. In such doing, when serving read requests, one
needs to first look up the MemTable, and then search SSTables.
This results in slow read performance. Previous works propose
to use large persistent write buffer to reduce the costs of write-
ahead log and (de-)serialization but still using skiplist to index
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buffered data [23]. This suffers from degraded performance
when the buffered data increase. This motivates us to design a
global index to mange KV pairs in both PWB and SSD store.

In this paper, we propose Radix Hash Tree (RH-Tree), a
tree-like structure combining Radix tree and hash table. The
upper-layer of RH-Tree is Radix tree to execute prefix search
for keys. Compared to B+-tree, all operations on Radix tree
have the complexity related to the key length but independent
of the key numbers in a dataset. This feature is attractive when
holding large volume of KV pairs. However, Radix tree with a
large fanout suffers from large space consumption. To balance
the search complexity and space utilization, we do not build
a full Radix tree to index all KV pairs. Instead, we let each
leaf node of RH-Tree use a hash table to store the keys with
the same prefix. We name the leaf node in RH-Tree as hash
leaf node.

As shown in Figure 4, each hash leaf node is composed of
multiple buckets. A bucket has three types of slots, including
4 signature slots, 4 cache slots, and 4 offset slots. A signature
slot contains a 32-bit (4B) signature referring to the hashed
key of a KV pair2. A cache slot is used to cache 32-bit (4B)
characters of the key. It is used for RH-Tree splitting without
directly accessing the actual key, thereby avoiding additional
IO overhead. An offset slot contains a 64-bit (8B) value
indicating the offset of a KV pair within either the PWB or
an SSTable file. Note that, RH-Tree only stores the addresses
of KV pairs in offset slots. The KV items are actually stored
in PWB in PM or main data store in SSD. Since the size of a
bucket is 64B (one cache line size), RH-Tree can get a bucket
with one memory access.

To address a KV pair in RH-Tree, one first finds the hash
leaf node in RH-Tree using the key prefix. Then, the hash value
of the target key is used to locate the bucket. Once the bucket
is located, one needs to compare all signature slots in this

2Note that, since the KV pairs indexed by a hash leaf node have the same
prefix, few hash collision occurs when using 32-bit signature.
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bucket with the hash value. In case of finding a matching slot,
one uses the address in the corresponding offset slot to obtain
the KV pair. Since the signature slot only stores hash values
of keys, a full-key comparison is required after obtaining the
KV pair. RH-Tree returns the KV pair only after a successful
full-key comparison.

The leaf nodes in RH-Tree handle hash collisions to in-
creases the load factor in the two ways. First, RH-Tree adopts
two hash functions to select the bucket. Secondly, RH-Tree
adds an extra bucket within a hash leaf node as shown in
Figure 4. When there are no empty slots in the bucket selected
by the two hash functions, the key is sequentially stored in
the extra bucket. RH-Tree applies linear search to locate keys
stored in the extra bucket. Note that, the extra bucket only adds
5% extra space to a hash table. This allows RH-Tree to achieve
high load factor but without losing too much performance. We
observe the average load factor of leaf nodes in RH-Tree is
0.9 when the leaf node is unable to handle a conflict.

A leaf node becomes full when its normal bucket and extra
is fulfilled. At this time, RH-Tree starts to grow through
splitting (Section III-C) or generating linked leaf nodes (Sec-
tion III-D).

C. RH-Tree split

Conventional Radix tree consists of two types of nodes:
inner nodes and leaf nodes. An inner node is usually an array
of 2s pointers, which maps the s bits of the key. The 2s pointers
referring to 2s child nodes. Given a key length k, Radix tree
has dk/se levels. However, RH-Tree does not build full Radix
tree. Thus, it does not have pre-defined levels. Initially, RH-
Tree has only one inner node (root node)3 and N leaf nodes.
The inner node also maps the key prefix of s bits. We further
divides the key prefix into N parts. We assign each part to a
hash leaf node. For example, assuming the parameter s is 8
and N is 2. We use the digits 0 to 255 to represent the values of
8 bits key prefix. The two hash leaf nodes map key prefixes
0 to 127 and 128 to 255 separately as shown in Figure 5a.
When the hash table of any leaf node (including both normal
buckets and extra bucket) is full, RH-Tree split occurs. RH-
Tree adopts two splitting strategies as follows: normal split
and level split.
Normal split. When split occurs, RH-Tree prefers to first split
the value range mapped by current leaf nodes. RH-Tree adds

3Note that, the root node is considered as the first inner node.

a new hash leaf node, and assigns a half of the values mapped
by a current leaf node to the new one. This is called normal
split in RH-Tree. For example, as shown in Figure 5a, hash
leaf node 1 (LN1) initially maps values 0 to 127. When a
normal split is executed, a new hash leaf node 3 (LN3) is
added. This leaf node 3 is responsible for mapping values 64
to 127. Instead leaf node 1 only maps values 0 to 63. The
index entries corresponding to values 64 to 127 stored in leaf
node 1 are then moved to leaf node 3.

After a normal split, the index entries in a leaf node
(e.g. LN1 in Figure 5a) are moved to another (e.g. LN3 in
Figure 5a). Assuming the depth of the current leaf node is D,
RH-Tree only needs to use the Dth character of a given key to
decide whether the related entry needs to be mored or not. RH-
Tree designs a 4 B cache slot to store 4 consecutive characters
of a key. In such doing, the entry movement can be decided
by comparing cache slot in CPU cache without accessing full
key in PM. This helps to reduce splitting overhead.
Level split. We set a threshold T normal for normal split to
be the least number of values that are mapped by a hash leaf
node. When executing split, RH-Tree checks what the number
of values mapped by the new leaf node will be if normal split
occurs. In case of being less than T normal, RH-Tree turns
to execute level split. Instead of adding new hash leaf node
having the same prefix path with current ones, level split adds
a new inner node to map next s bits of the key. For example,
assuming T normal is 4, inner node 1 (IN1) maps the first
s bits (e.g. 8 bits) of the key, and leaf node 1 already maps
values 0 to 3 as shown in Figure 5b. In such case, when leaf
node 1 needs to split, RH-Tree executes level split by adding
new inner node 2 (IN2). The inner node 2 maps next 8 bits of
the key, and initially has 2 hash leaf nodes. The index entries
stored in the leaf nodes with the first 8 bits key prefix are
moved to the two new leaf nodes according to the values of
next 8 bits of the key.

Similar to normal split, level split also exploits cache slot
to avoid in-PM full key access when deciding index entry
movement. However, since level split involves the growth of
key prefix, RH-Tree renews the 4 B cache slot with another 4
consecutive characters after performing four level splits.
Slot reuse. When deleting KV pairs, RH-Tree simply marks
the corresponding signature and offset slots as invalid. Instead
of reclaiming the invalid slots in leaf nodes, these slots are
reused to serve newly coming KV pairs.

D. RH-Tree leaf nodes

RH-Tree grows with increasing KV pairs accompanied with
either normal split or level split. Both normal split and level
split generates new leaf nodes. In order to balance operation
performance and space consumption due to the increased
leaf nodes, we define a threshold MAX LEAF NODES as the
maximum number of leaf nodes in RH-Tree. Once the number
of leaf nodes exceeds MAX LEAF NODES, both normal split
and level split are stopped. Instead, we handle data growth by
adding linked leaf nodes.
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Figure 6 shows the generation process of linked hash leaf
nodes. In stage 1, leaf node 1 (LN1) indexes KV pairs
stored in the PWB segment 1. When leaf node 1 becomes
full and meanwhile the total number of leaf nodes exceeds
MAX LEAF NODES, we generate a new hash leaf node 2
(LN2) to serve new indexes as shown in stage 2. Meanwhile,
a new empty segment 2 is used to store new KV pairs indexed
by leaf node 2. Leaf node 1 is linked behind leaf node 2
for serving KV pairs in segment 1. Then, we apply copy-
on-write to leaf node 1 to generate a persistent copy of leaf
node 1 in PWB (leaf node 1’). The KV pairs in segment 1
are sorted to generate an Sort String Table (SSTable), and
the SSTable is asynchronously flushed into underlying SSD.
During the flushing process, the indexes in leaf node 1 are
correspondingly modified to refer to the KV location in SSD.
Note that, leaf node 1 still indexes KV pairs in segment 1
for serving incoming requests. Finally, after the SSTable is
flushed, leaf node 2 links to leaf node 1’ instead of leaf node
1. The original leaf node 1 is deleted, and leaf node 1’ acts as
a new persistent leaf node referring to KV pairs in SSTable
file.

The above process is repeated again when leaf node 2 is
fulfilled. The number of linked leaf nodes under each prefix
path is controlled to avoid unnecessary data compaction, which
is illustrate in Section III-F

E. RH-Tree placement

So far, RH-Tree is able to index data in both PWB and SSD.
Previous works usually place indexes in PM [22] to achieve
persistency. However, according to the performance features
of PM product in latest evaluation [20], [29], the read latency
of Optane PM is 3 to 4 times that of DRAM. Thus, placing the
whole RH-Tree index in PM affects the query performance,
especially for locating KV pairs in PWB. Moreover, placing
whole index in PM requires costly persistency operations (e.g.
guaranteeing crash consistency for RH-Tree splits). On the
contrary, placing the whole RH-Tree in DRAM is able to
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Fig. 7: The index method of LightKV. This figure shows the
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index node located in the RH-Tree leaf node which is used to
index the data in PWB. The remaining leaf nodes are the data
of the SSTable in SSD. Leaf nodes except top leaf node are
persisted in NVM.

achieve high performance but losing the persistency. Once KV
store is restarted, the whole index requires costly re-building.

To balance the query performance and index persistency, we
design a cross-media layout for RH-Tree as shown in Figure 7.
We place the prefix search tree as well as the top leaf node
(the latest one) within each linked leaf node list in DRAM.
As illustrated in Section III-D, a top leaf node always indexes
KV pairs in PWB. In such doing, RH-Tree provides fast prefix
search due to the lower DRAM latency and quickly locates
data in PWB. The rest leaf nodes within a linked leaf node are
placed in PM. These leaf nodes index KV pairs in SSD. Since
the read latency of SSD is at least two orders of magnitude
slower than that of PM, accessing KV pairs in SSD by using
indexes in PM is acceptable.

Note that, the prefix tree and top leaf nodes are not persisted.
One needs to scan all the segments in PWB to rebuild this part
of RH-Tree. We illustrate the recovery issue in Section V.

F. Partition-based data compaction

Conventional LSM-Tree conducts data compaction when an
lower level is fulfilled with SSTables. Moreover, since the key
range involved in a compaction may spread over all SSTables
within the upper level, this usually results in large number
of data read and re-write. This further results in significant
write amplification. Thanks to the prefix radix tree of RH-
Tree, it helps to guarantee KV pairs indexed under a hash leaf
node (namely partition) have same key prefix. This allows
LightKV to conduct data compaction in a per-partition way.
Thus, we propose partition-based data compaction to well
control the involved data volume. We define two parameters
compaction size (CS) and compaction weight (CW) to control
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Fig. 8: A example of compaction in one partition. This
figure shows the compaction process of flushing 16 SSTables
within a partition. At time t1, t2, t3, and t4, four SSTables are
flushed into SSD respectively.

partition-based data compaction. Compaction size refers to the
number of SSTables within a partition that execute compaction
each time. Compaction weight instead refers to the number of
compactions incurred by KV pairs in an SSTable. For each
compaction, LightKV only compacts CS SSTables with the
same compaction weight.

We take an example shown in Figure 8 to illustrate the pro-
cess of partition-based compaction. We assume the compaction
size is 4. Initially, the compaction weight of a new SSTable
is 0, indicating it has not been compacted. The SSTables S1
to S4 belong to the same partition in RH-Tree. Once they are
all fulfilled at time t1, we compact them together by recycling
invalid KV pairs and sort them to generate a larger SSTable
S5. The KV pairs in S5 incur once compaction, and thus the
compaction weight of S5 is 1. At time t2, another four new
SSTables S6 to S9 are fulfilled. They all have a compaction
weight of 0. Thus, at time t2 another compaction occurs by
merging them to the larger SSTable S10. Note that, when
SSTables S6 to S8 are fulfilled, they are not compacted with
S5 as their compaction weights (CW equals to 0) from S5
(CW equals to 1). Only when another new SSTable S9 with
the same compaction weight is fulfilled, these four SSTables
begin to compact. This process repeats to recycle invalid KV
items and sort remaining ones. At time t5, there exist four
SSTables S5, S10, S15 and S20 with the same compaction
weight of 1. Then, they are compacted together to generate
S21 with the increased compaction weight of 2.

The partition-based data compaction greatly reduces the
write amplification by controlling the compaction size. As-
suming the compaction size is S and the total number of
newly flushed SSTables (excluding SSTables generated by
compaction) is N, the write amplification of LightKV is
logS N + 1. For example, at time t6 in Figure 8, the newly
flushed SSTables are 16, the KV pairs in these SSTables
are compacted twice. One is for generating SSTable with
compaction weight 1 and the other is for generating SSTable
with compaction weight 2. Taking the initial SSTable flushing
into account, the write amplification is 3. Note that, increasing

compaction size can reduce write amplification but at the cost
of decreasing searching efficiency.

G. Discussion

Although RH-Tree is able to cluster KV pairs into partitions
according to their key prefixes, it faces the data skew issue.
Unbalanced key distributions result in a few overloaded par-
titions with a large number of SSTables. This degrades query
performance. Several optimizations can be used to reduce the
impact of data skew.

For example, one can add random hash values at the
beginning of keys to scatter key distributions but at the cost
of reduced scan performance. Alternatively, one can set a load
factor to indicate the maximum keys stored in one partition.
Once the number of keys of a partition exceeds this load factor,
we split the partition. In this paper, LigthKV performs well
under the default skewed workloads of YCSB. as shown in
Section VI-E. We leave the optimizations for very skewed data
workloads for the future work.

IV. LIGHTKV OPERATIONS

Insert: When serving an insert request, LightKV first searches
for an empty entry in leaf node of RH-Tree. If no empty
entry is found, LightKV conducts RH-Tree split according to
current number of leaf nodes. If the number of leaf nodes is
greater than MAX LEAF NODES, LightKV adds linked hash
leaf node. After that, LightKV appends KV pair to the segment
indexed by either the newly split leaf node or linked leaf node.
Finally, LightKV updates RH-Tree index.
Update/Delete: Updates and deletes in LightKV are similar
to insertion as LightKV adopts append write. The difference
is that update operation only updates the offset slot in index
entry, while delete operation only updates the signature slot in
index entry by marking it to be invalid.
Get: When searching for a key, LightKV searches the prefix
tree of RH-Tree through the prefix of the key to locate a certain
partition. Then, it searches all hash leaf nodes in the partition
from front to back until it finds the corresponding slot (the
signature value of the slot is equal to the 32-bit hash value of
the searched key). Through the address slot, it finds the KV
item from the PWB or SSTable. Finally, it performs a full key
comparison, and returns the result if they are equal.
Range query: To serve range query, LightKV first uses the
upper-layer radix tree to locate the prefixes of starting and end-
ing keys. Correspondingly, LightKV locates the starting and
ending partitions. As for KV pairs stored in PWB, LightKV
needs to fully scan the hash leaf nodes. As for KV pairs stored
in SSD, each SSTable is sorted and contains index block.
After locating the starting and ending partitions, LightKV
reads index blocks of the SSTables within the partition. In
such doing, LightKV is able to quickly find corresponding
KV pairs. Moreover, LightKV adopts multiple threads to scan
different SSTables in parallel. The scanned results are then
merged and returned. This helps to improve range query
performance.
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Fig. 9: Write Amplification. This figure shows the write
amplifications and write amounts for different KV stores with
different data amounts.

V. RECOVERY

At runtime, LightKV persists a leaf node to PM when its
corresponding segment is flushed into SSD. Similar to the
persistent memory management in PMDK [4], LightKV itself
maintains a persistent root structure referring to the physical
offset addresses of leaf nodes (except top leaf nodes) and PWB
in PM. The root data structure is stored in a fixed location
in PM. In case of system recovery after crash, these leaf
nodes can be used directly. On the contrary, the prefix search
tree and the top leaf nodes are maintained in DRAM, which
are lost after system crash. As for system recovery, LightKV
scans all key-value pairs in PWB to rebuild them. According
to our observation, when the PWB capacity is 8 GB, the
recovery time takes 2.4 seconds using a single thread. As for
larger PWB, the recovery can be further accelerated by using
multiple threads.

Note that, in case of normal shutdown, LightKV persists the
prefix tree and top leaf nodes of RH-Tree in PM. This helps
LightKV to serve incoming requests directly after normal
reboot.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Experiment Setup

System and hardware configuration. We conduct all exper-
iments on a server equipped with two Intel Xeon Gold 5215
CPU (2.5GHZ), 64GB memory and one Intel DC P3700 SSD
of 400GB. We run CentOS Linux release 7.6.1810 with 4.18.8
kernel and use ext4 file system.
Persistent Memory. We use Intel Optane DC Persistent
Memory in our evaluation. The firmware version of Optane
DC PM is 01.00.00.3279. We configure Optane DC PM using
App Direct Mode as follows. For the configuration of PM, we
first create an ext4 file system on PM and mount it using DAX
mode [2]. Then, we create a file of 64 GB on PM as a PM
pool, and use mmap [3] to create page table for data accessing.
As for writing data to PM, we use both clflush/clwb/clflushopt
and ntstore/mfence to ensure persistence [18], [41]–[44].
Compared systems. We compare LightKV against Lev-
elDB [17] and RocksDB [14], which are widely used persistent

LSM-Tree based KV stores. We set MemTable size to 64MB
and configure a Bloom filter using 10 bits per key to optimize
lookup. Note that, LevelDB and RocksDB do not use PM and
adopt asynchronous WAL.

NoveLSM [23] is an optimized KV store using PM to
reduce (de-)serialization cost. We set up 8 GB persistent
MemTable for NoveLSM, which is the same as the size of
PWB in LightKV. Moreover, it still has in-DRAM MemTable,
which is set to 64MB as in paper. The Bloom filter is
configured to be same as LevelDB.

SLM-DB [22] is another recently proposed KV store us-
ing PM. It adopts B+-Tree to index KV pairs in SSTables
and conducts well-tuned garbage collection. In the original
paper, the persistent MemTable of SLM-DB is set to 64MB.
However, using a larger PM is more effective for SLM-DB
to sort more data in memory, thereby reducing the frequency
of compaction of data in the SSD. Therefore, we also set a
Persistent MemTable of 8 GB for SLM-DB which in similar
to LightKV and NoveLSM in our experiment.

As for LightKV, we set MAX LEAF NODES to 2048, the
segment size in PWB to 4 MB, and the compaction size to
4. Since LevelDB and NoveLSM only support 1 background
thread to execute SSTable flush and compaction, we keep this
configuration in our evaluation. As for RocksDB, SLM-DB,
and LightKV, we use 2 background threads. For simplicity,
compression is turned off for all key-value stores.
Workloads. We use db bench [14], [17] as the micro-
benchmark and YCSB [10] as the actual workload for evalua-
tion. We execute 5 runs for each experiment and use average
results.

B. Reducing write amplification

We first use db bench to evaluate write amplification.
Figure 9 shows the write amplifications of different KV
stores with different data amounts while value size is 1KB.
When writing totally 100 GB data, the write amplifications of
LightKV are reduced by 7.1x, 5.1x, 2.9x and 2.3x compared
to that of LevelDB, RocksDB, NoveLSM, and SLM-DB
respectively. LightKV relies on RH-Tree to cluster keys with
same key prefixes into the same partition. When executing
compaction, LightKV only involves a few SSTables. On the
contrary, the key range of a compacting SSTable usually
overlaps with all SSTables in an upper level in LevelDB and
RocksDB. This results in large write amplification. NoveLSM
instead adopts a large persistent write buffer to reduce the
compaction frequency. This partially reduces write amplifica-
tion. However, when compacting on-disk SSTables, NoveLSM
still faces the key range overlapping issue which results in
large write amplification. SLM-DB organizes SSTables in a
single level and performs restricted compaction. However, its
compaction still needs to be conducted frequently in case of
serving a large amount of data writes.

When the total amount of written data increases, the write
amplification of LightKV remains stable (e.g. from 1.6 to 1.8
when the data amount increases from 50 GB to 100 GB).
On the contrary, the write amplifications of other KV stores
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Fig. 10: Normalized throughputs of basic operations for db bench. These figures show the throughputs of different KV
stores with varied value sizes, which are normalized to LevelDB.

increase a lot. For example, the write amplification of SLM-
DB increases from 3.9 to 5.9 when data amount increases from
50 GB to 100 GB.

C. Basic Operations

We then evaluate the throughputs of basic operations with
varied value sizes, including random write, random read,
range query, and sequential read. Figure 10 shows the results
normalized to LevelDB.
Random write. Figure 10a shows the random write results
with 100 GB KV pairs. LightKV outperforms LevelDB,
RocksDB, NoveLSM, and SLM-DB by up to 33.4x, 16.3x,
16.0x, 12.7x and 13.5x, 8.3x, 5.0x, 4.0x on average. NoveLSM
persists MemTable directly in PM to reduce (de-)serialization
costs, and thus it achieves higher write throughput than Lev-
elDB and RocksDB. SLM-DB adopts single-level data orga-
nization and carefully conducts compaction, which further re-
duces write amplification and in turn achieves higher through-
put than NoveLSM. LightKV instead applies partition-based
data compaction by only involving well-controlled number of
SSTables in each compaction. This allows LightKV to greatly
reduce write amplification and achieve the highest throughput.
Moreover, instead of flushing the PWB data as a whole into
SSD, LightKV flushes KV pairs in a per segment way. This
avoids frond-end write blocking due to the background flush.
When the value size increases, the OPS throughput decreases
for all KV stores. However, LightKV still achieves highest
write throughput.
Random read. We randomly read 20 GB data in a warmed
up KV store with 100 GB KV pairs. Figure 10a shows the
results. LightKV outperforms LevelDB, RocksDB, NoveLSM,
and SLM-DB by up to 9.2x, 3.5x, 9.2x, 1.9x and 4.5x, 1.9x,
4.2x, 1.3x on average. LightKV uses RH-Tree to globally
locate target KV pair in either PM or SSD, which provides fast
querying performance. However, the other 4 KV stores need
to use separate indexing to locate KV pairs. Note that, the B+-
Tree in SLM-DB only globally indexes data in SSD. SLM-DB
still needs to search skiplist-based persistent MemTable. When
the value size increases, the value reading time gradually
dominates the whole execution time. Thus, all KV stores
achieve similar throughputs.
Range query. We execute short range queries to fetch totally
20 GB data in a warmed up KV store with 100 GB KV pairs.

Each range query fetches 100 KV pairs. As for LevelDB,
RocksDB, and NoveLSM, different SSTables (except the ones
in level 0) do not overlap with each other. On the contrary, both
SLM-DB and LightKV controls the data volume involved in
each compaction. This helps to reduce write amplification but
results in more key overlappings among different SSTables.
As a result, when serving range query, both SLM-DB and
LightKV perform worse than the other three KV stores. For
example, compared to LevelDB, the throughputs of SLM-DB
and LightKV are reduced by 24.3% and 13.2% on average
respectively as shown in Figure 10c.
Sequential read. We first warm up 100 GB KV pairs, and
then sequentially read all of them. Since the data amount is
large, all KV stores need to read SSTables from underlying
SSD. Thus, they perform similarly.
Sequential load. LightKV performs poor when serving se-
quential writes. The sequential write throughput of LightKV is
reduced by 35% on average compared to other KV stores. This
is because LightKV needs to perform compaction within par-
titions even during sequential writes. However, the sequential
write workloads usually occur in data loading stage. Thus, we
can use multiple threads to accelerate sequential data loading.
For example, when LightKV uses two threads to load data in
parallel, it achieves similar throughput as other KV stores.

D. Tail latency under read-write workload

The read-write mix workload becomes common in recent
years [36], which usually causes heavy tailed latency. Thus,
we evaluate both read and write tail latency in this section. We
modify db bench to obtain read and write latencies of each
request. We calculate the 99th and 99.9th percentile read and
write latencies every 100,000 requests. We first warm up the
KV store using 100 GB KV pairs. Then, we randomly write
100 GB data meanwhile randomly read 100 GB data. The key
size is 16 B and the value size to 1 KB.

Figures 11a and 11c show the variations of 99th percentile
read and write latencies. Due to space limitation, we only show
the results for LightKV, RocksDB, and SLM-DB. Overall,
LightKV achieves the lowest and stable 99th read and write
latencies. This is because LightKV uses global indexing and
well-controlled partition-based compaction to reduce both read
and write amplification. Moreover, LightKV flushes PWB data
into SSDs in a per segment way (e.g. 4 MB per segment)



KV Store 256B 1KB 4KB 16KB 64KB
% avg 99 99.9 avg 99 99.9 avg 99 99.9 avg 99 99.9 avg 99 99.9

LevelDB 294 2.7 5.8 370 3.6 6.5 429 4.3 7.0 653 5.7 8.7 829 6.1 10.2
RocksDB 106 0.3 3.6 152 2.2 5.1 274 4.1 6.9 671 5.9 9.1 1383 7.9 14.9
NoveLSM 243 0.7 3.5 321 1.4 8.0 399 4.1 9.8 524 6.2 11.1 891 8.7 18.6
SLM-DB 81 0.3 1.5 101 0.8 4.0 201 2.5 4.7 414 7.5 13.8 641 6.5 8.1
LightKV 58 0.2 0.4 74 0.2 2.4 131 0.8 3.6 258 3.0 5.5 409 4.2 6.5

TABLE I: Read tail latency for db bench. This table shows the average (ns), 99th and 99.9th percentile read latencies (ms)
in read-write mixed workload for varied value length with db bench.
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Fig. 11: Read and write tail latency in real-time. This figure shows the 99th and 99.9th percentile read and write latencies
in real-time during read-write workload. We calculate the tail latency every 100,000 requests.
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Fig. 12: The throughput of different workloads for YCSB.
This figure shows the throughput of different mixed workloads
for YCSB which normalized to LevelDB. Workload A performs
50% reads and 50% updates; Workload B performs 95% reads
and 5% updates; Workload C performs 100% reads; Workload
D performs 95%reads for latest keys and 5% inserts; Workload
E performs 95% range queries and 5% inserts; Workload
F performs 50% reads and 50% read-modify-writes. Zipfian
distribution is used for workload A, B, C, D and F and uniform
distribution is used for workload E.

to avoid heavy write tail latency. The 99th read and write
latencies of RocksDB reach up to 50 ms and 3.5 ms. These
spikes are caused by the uncontrolled background compaction
accompanied with large number of disk reads and writes.
Unlike RocksDB, SLM-DB organizes SSTables into single
level and performs restricted compaction to reduce write
amplification. Moreover, it uses B+ tree to index data in SSD
to reduce read amplification. Thus, it achieves lower 99th

percentile read latency except a few latency spikes. SLM-
DB will decide whether to perform compaction based on
the coverage of the key value, which also cause the read
latency spikes (e.g. up to 5.0 ms) for SLM-DB as shown in
Figures 11a.

As for 99.9th read and write latencies in Figure 11b and

11d, the results are similar. Note that, around serving 3 M4,
9 M and 15 M requests, large latency spikes are observed
in LightKV as shown in Figure 11b. This is mainly due to
the compaction of large SSTables within a partition. However,
LigthKV still achieves lower tail latency compared to other
KV stores.

Table I shows the statistical latency results (including aver-
age, 99th and 99.9th percentile read latencies) for the whole
testing period under read-write workloads. These results are
tested with different value sizes. Similar to the real-time
results, LightKV reduces the 99th percentile read latencies
by up to 17.9x, 10.5x, 6.4x, and 3.5x compared to LevelDB,
RocksDB, NoveLSM, and SLM-DB. For 99.9th percentile
read latency, LightKV outperforms LevelDB, RocksDB, Nov-
eLSM, and SLM-DB by up to 15.7x, 9.2x, 8.8x, and 3.4x.
When the value size increases, the tail latencies of all KV
stores increase correspondingly.

E. Results with YCSB

We use the six workload patterns in YCSB as real ap-
plications to evaluate LightKV. We first load 100 GB KV
pairs into the KV store for Workload A (namely LoadA by
randomly inserting KV pairs). Then we run Workloads A, B,
C, F, and D in order. After that, we delete the database and
reload 100 GB KV pairs for workload E (namely LoadE by
randomly inserting KV pairs). Then we run Workload E. We
use the default KV size in which key is around 20B and value
is around 1KB. As for workloads A, B, C, D and F, the key
distributions follow the default Zipfian distribution in YCSB.

Figure 12 shows the throughput results normalized to Lev-
elDB. For all workloads (including LoadA and LoadE but
except Workload E), LightKV achieves the highest through-
put. For read-write mixed workloads A, B, F, due to the
efficient search and write amplification reduction, LightKV

4M indicates million
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Fig. 13: Sensitivity analysis of LightKV. (a) shows the PM usage and write amplification, (b) shows the operation throughputs
with different MAX LEAF NODES, which are normalized to MAX LEAF NODE of 256. (c) shows the operation throughputs
with different compaction sizes, which are normalized to compaction size of 4. (d) shows the operation throughputs with
different index placements, which are normalized to LightKV PM.

outperforms LevelDB, RocksDB, NoveLSM, and SLM-DB by
up to 7.0x, 2.0x, 4.4x and 1.5x respectively. Workload C per-
forms 100% reads, and the highly efficient RH-Tree indexing
helps LightKV to achieve 4.7x, 1.5x, 4.2x and 1.2x higher
throughput than LevelDB, RocksDB, NoveLSM, and SLM-
DB. For workload D, it reads latest keys. Since NoevLSM,
SLM-DB and LightKV maintain a large write buffer in NVM,
the frequently accessed KV pairs are cached in the write
buffer. Thus, their throughputs are higher than LevelDB and
RocksDB. However, NoveLSM and SLM-DB adopts skiplist
to index data in PM, whose performance decreases when
the number of KV pairs increases. On the contrary, RH-Tree
used in LightKV is able to serve large number of KV pairs.
Workload E is dominated by range query. Thus, both LightKV
and SLM-DB are affected by accessing multiple SSTables.
Therefore, their performance is 10%-20% lower than other
KV Stores. Load A and Load E in Figure 12 represent the
performance of random write. Similar to the micro-benchmark
results, LightKV outperforms LevelDB, RocksDB, NoveLSM,
and SLM-DB by 27.4x, 6.4x, 12.2x, and 6.0x respectively.

Through experimental results, we can see that LightKV still
achieves the highest throughput under different workloads.

F. Sensitivity analysis

1) MAX LEAF NODES: Figure 13a shows the write am-
plifications and the PM usages when configuring different
MAX LEAF NODES. The MAX LEAF NODE is equal to
the number of partitions. The increased MAX LEAF NODE
results in more partitions. Thus, the PM usage increases to hold
more partitions. Meanwhile, SSTables are distributed among
more partitions and each partition is filled with less SSTables.
This in turn reduces the compaction frequency, and thus
brings less write amplification. As shown in Figure 13a, when
MAX LEAF NODES reaches 8192, the write amplification
can be reduced by 58% compared to using 256 partitions.

Figure 13b shows the throughputs of basic operations with
different MAX LEAF NODES. When MAX LEAF NODES is
8192, the throughput of random write is 30% higher than
that using 256 partitions. This is mainly due to the decrease
of write amplification. The increased MAX LEAF NODES
results in more partitions and less SSTables within each
partition. range query benefits from this by incurring less

disk IOs. Thus, using 8192 MAX LEAF NODES achieves
the highest range query performance. As for random reads,
more data are buffered in PWB with the increased partitions.
Thus, the throughputs of random read increase by fetching
data quickly from PWB.

2) Compaction size: Figure 13c shows the throughputs of
basic operations with different compaction sizes. Since a small
partition number is more likely to trigger compaction, we set
MAX LEAF NODES to 64 here for clear observation on the
sensitivity of compaction size. The increased compaction size
results in less frequent compaction. This helps to decrease
the write amplification and improve the write throughput.
However, the reduced compaction results in more SSTables
per partition, which lowers the search efficiency. As shown in
Figure 13c, the throughputs of random read and range query
decrease with increased compaction sizes.

3) Index placement: RH-Tree is placed across DRAM and
PM. Here we implement different index placements to evaluate
their efficiencies. Figure 13d shows the throughputs of ran-
dom read and write for different index placements. LightKV
refers to the proposed index placement in Section VI-F3.
LightKV PM maintains the whole RH-Tree in PM, and uses
synchronous update to ensure strong consistency of RH-Tree.
LightKV DRAM instead maintains the whole RH-Tree in
DRAM without persisting it.

Compared to LightKV PM, LightKV incurs less expensive
prefix tree operations in PM, and thus achieves higher read
and write throughputs by 70%, 1.0x with the value size of
256 B. LightKV benefits from locating in-PM KV items
using prefix tree and top leaf nodes that reside in DRAM.
Thus, although LightKV DRAM places the whole RH-Tree
in DRAM, LightKV performs close to LightKV DRAM. As
the value size increases, the difference between LightKV and
LightKV PM becomes less obvious. This is because the KV
item read and write dominate the performance. In summary,
LightKV PM can do instant recovery but at the cost of
lower performance. LightKV DRAM instead provides highest
performance but suffers from costly system recovery for re-
constructing the whole RH-Tree. On the contrary, LightKV
balances the system performance and recovery cost.



VII. RELATED WORKS

LSM-Tree redesign for NVM. Recently, a few research
efforts have been made to optimize LSM-Tree using NVM.
NoveLSM [23] uses NVM as large persistent MemTable to
reduce the cost of data (de-)serialization. However, when using
large persistent MemTable, NoveLSM still adopts skiplist
to index data in persistent MemTable. This affects the sys-
tem query efficiency. NVMRocks [12] is an optimization of
RocksDB for NVM. It stores persistent MemTable in NVM.
SSTables on NVM are stored on a file system optimized
for NVM and use a special table format (PlainTable). SLM-
DB [22] is a persistent memory based key-value store using
a B+-Tree to index on-disk data. SLM-DB organizes on-disk
SSTables into a single level to reduce write amplification but
at the cost of degraded range query performance. LightKV
takes the similar approach with these works by using NVM
as a persistent write buffer. However, LightKV especially
focuses on efficient global indexing for locating cross-media
data and well-controlled data compaction for reducing write
amplification.
Optimizing LSM-Tree performance. PebblesDB [34]
presents Fragmented Log-Structured Merge Trees (FLSM) to
avoid rewriting data in the same level. WiscKey [30] separates
key and value by storing keys in LSM-Trees and values in
log. However, the values stored in log are usually unsorted.
This results in degraded range query as a number of random
reads are required to fetch data. Similarly, HashKV [7] also
separates keys and values. Moreover, HashKV uses a hash
function to partition the values to optimize garbage collection.
LSM-Trie [40] uses tries to organize data which reduces write
amplification. However, it does not support range queries.
bLSM [36] proposes a new compaction scheduler to reduce
write amplification. LOCS [38] improves the performance
of LSM-Trees based on open-channel SSDs. cLSM [16] is
designed to increase concurrency. SILK [6] proposes well-
designed compaction mechanisms in RocksDB to reduce
heavy tailed latency. On one hand, LightKV has similar
optimization targets with these works. On the other hand,
unlike these works, LightKV explore the usage of persistent
memory in building persistent KV stores and does not restrict
design choices based on LSM-Tree itself.
Optimizations for NVM-based index. There are a number
of research works focusing on optimizing indexing structures
when built in NVM. CDDS [15], NV-Tree [42], FP-Tree [33],
wB+-Tree [9] and FAST-FAIR B+-Tree [18] are optimized for
NVM-based B+-Tree from the perspective of read/write per-
formance and crash consistency. Instead, Path Hashing [43],
Level Hasing [44] and CCEH [31] target to provide optimized
hashing index scheme for NVM. WORT [26] is optimized
based on the radix tree [28]. HiKV [41] proposes a hybrid
index consisting of hash table and B+-Tree based on hybrid
DRAM-NVM memory. The hybrid index is used to sup-
port both single-point operations and range query efficiently.
Recipe [27] provides a principled approach to convert DRAM
indexes into persistent indexes. Unlike these works, RH-Tree

in this paper focuses on improving inefficient indexing for
cross-media data management. More importantly, the design
of RH-Tree targets to help control data volume involved in
data compaction.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose LightKV a cross media key-
value store with persistent memory. Similar to previous works,
LightKV use PM to avoid costly write ahead logging. More-
over, on one hand, LightKV adopts a global index RH-
Tree to efficiently manage data across memory and disk.
By exploring the specific features of PM product, LightKV
achieves balance between persisting index and providing high
indexing performance. On the other hand, LightKV exploit
the range partition of RH-Tree to conduct partition-based data
compaction to greatly reduce write amplification. We evaluate
LightKV against both PM-based KV stores and existing LSM-
Tree based KV stores. The experiment results show LightKV
greatly reduce write amplification and meanwhile improve
PUT and GET performance by up to 33.0x and 9.2x.
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